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IP Routing 
 

Routing protocol->a procedure that regulate data transfer 

Routing protocols: OSPF, IGRP, EIGRP, RIP->determine best path for the data 

Routed protocol->IP->carry the data  

 

Classful routing->RIPv1, IGRP->do not support VLSM 

Classless routing->OSPF, RIPv2, EIGRP->support VLSM 

VLSM=variable-length subnet masks (aka cutting subnets beyond /8 /16 /24) 

 

Routing table operation: 

1. Longest prefix will be selected�longest match rule 

2. When the prefix is equal the lower Administrative Distance (AD) will be selected 

3. When the prefix & AD match the route with the lowest metric will be used\ 

4. if all 3 are equal->equal-cost load sharing 

 

show ip route->provide a list of all routes with code map for protocol types 

show ip route rip\ospf\eigrp->show only the specific protocol 

output�[xxx, y]->xxx=AD, y=metric 

 

show ip protocols->what routing protocol is running and its parameters and routes 

 

Floating Static Route->written like a regular static route with AD higher then any in the 

network=>this static route will be used only when the dynamic routes are gone 

Will not show in the show ip route output unless lower AD routes fail 

 

When using IP address in static route->AD=1 

When using local interface in static route->AD=0 

 

ODR=On-Demand Routing->use a single default route 

ODR->uses CDP=Cisco proprietary=>only valid in a Cisco environment 

ODR->only used in hub-and-spoke network 

 

3 options to default routing: 

1. ip route command=>all zeroes 

2. ip default-network->flag a network as a candidate default route 

ip routing MUST be enabled on the routers 

3. ip default-gateway 
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service dhcp->enable DHCP services on a router 

DHCPDiscover->broadcast from the client 

DHCPOffer->DHCP server send back IP address and parameters 

DHCPRequest->client say which IP address it accepted 

DHCPAck->DHCP server approve the IP assignment and provide detailed parameters 

 

3 DHCP assignment methods: 

Dynamic 

Automatic 

Manual 

 

2 methods of binding: 

Manual->bind MAC to IP using the database 

Automatic->not kept on the DHCP server (router), usually kept on TFTP server 

DHCP database agent (TFTP) is configured using ip dhcp database command 

  

ip helper-address->translate broadcast to multicast to allow traffic via router 

ip helper-address should be configured on the interface that receive the broadcast 

ip helper-address is used as DHCP-relay but also for other UDP protocols 
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Distance Vector 
 

Distance Vectors->used in LAN 

Protocols: RIPv1 & IGRP->broadcasting every 30\90 seconds 

Both protocols calc only hop count 

 

Split Horizon->router cannot advertise a route via the same router where it learned about 

that route 

Poison Reverse->router can advertise a network with metric=unreachable=>faster update 

Max Hop Count->16 is the max hop=>unreachable 

 

RIPv1->broadcast, update every 30 sec, Classful, update the entire table 

 

RIPv2->update every 30 sec to 224.0.0.9, multicast, classless 

support routing updates authentication->clear text & MD5 

Commands: 

key chain NAME 

key 1 

key-string PASSWORD 

int s0/0 

ip rip authentication mode text\MD5 

ip rip authentication key-chain NAME 

debug ip rip->help find authentication problems 

authentication MUST be configured on all Serial interfaces on the network 

 

IGRP->broadcast every 90 seconds, classlful 

 

EIGRP->multicast full table when first formed, then only changes,  

multicast to 224.0.0.10 & allow subnet masks 

 

AD Values: 

• Directly connected\Static route using interface = 0 

• Static route using next hop IP = 1 

• EIGRP Summary = 5 

• External BGP = 20 

• Internet EIGRP = 90 

• IGRP = 100 

• OSPF = 110 

• RIP = 120 

• External EIGRP = 170 

• Internal BGP = 200 

• Unknown Network = 255 
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EIGRP - Concepts 

 

Benefits: 

�Backup routes->keep backup route=>fast convergence 

DUAL=>algorithm used to find routes & backup routes 

�VLSM support->EIGRP is a classless routing protocol=>advertise subnet mask 

�Partial update 

�Simple configuration 

�Flexablity in Summarization 

�Unequal cost load-balancing->can take unequal links and distribute evenly based on 

bandwidth 

�Combine Distance Vector & Link State 

�Support Multiple network protocols 

 

EIGRP maintain 3 tables: 

Neighbor table->directly connected router 

Topology table->how the network is built 

Routing table 

 

DUAL uses distance information=metric\cost to select path 

FD=Feasible Distance=> cost from local router to destination 

AD=Advanced Distance=> cost between next-hop and destination 

  

Successor=primary path=>show in the route table 

Feasible Successor=backup path 

� To be considered a Feasible Successor, the AD must be less than the FD or the 

Successor=>prevent loops 

 

EIGRP Neighbor table->list of directly connected routers running EIGRP->only when 

the router has an adjacency with the routers 

EIGRP Topology table->list of all routes learned from each EIGRP neighbor 

 

Active route->working on fixing the route=>problematic route 

Passive route->everything is good, no action required=>good route 

 

show ip eigrp topology->everything eigrp knows about 

 

EIGRP messages\packets->224.0.0.10: 

HELLO->neighbor discovery via multicast 

UPDATE->route change information to specific router or via multicast to few routers 

QUERY->check if neighbor have feasible successor when a failure occur 

REPLY->response to query to sending router 

ACK->acknowledge update\query\reply messages 
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Metric parameters: 

1.Bandwidth 

2.Delay 

both represent default metric calc parameters 

both have static values 

 

3.Reliability 

4.Loading 

5.MTU 

these three change dynamically->that is why they are only used when metric of first 2 is 

equal 

 

All 5 are called=K values 

 

 
EIGRP - Implementation 

 

 show ip protocols=>verify which routing protocols are running 

router eigrp 1->1=AS=Autonomous System 

network 10.0.0.0->identify attached networks->turn eigrp for all interfaces with this 

network 

bandwidth 64->define the interface bandwidth for route update purpose 

 

no auto-summary->advertise the subnet mask that exist in the network 

show ip eigrp neighbors->verify neighbor recognition 

show ip route eigrp->verify recognition of neighbors routes 

ip default-network 172.16.0.0->this network is gateway of last resort (aka D\G) 

  

the recommended way to set a default gateway: 

ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 e0/0-> use the exit interface via static route 

router eigrp 1 

network 0.0.0.0-> that will advertise to other eigrp 1 routers 

 

show ip eigrp traffic->information about messages exchange 

 

EIGRP summarization 

auto-summary->summarize all the routes to classful subnets 

auto-summary command can be configured per router 

manual summary->ip summary-address eigrp 1 172.30.0.0 255.255.255.240 

=> smaller routing table=>smaller update=>faster update 

Unless we update all the interfaces out of the router, other interfaces will advertise the 

routes without summary and the neighbor routers will get both summary and none 

summary into their routing table 
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Load balancing->up to 4 equal paths 

When you have 2 lines with different cost=>all traffic will use the lower cost route 

router eigrp 1 

variance 2->metric is the multiplier (1-128), the ratio (2 times as bad, 3 times as bad) 

 require clear ip eigrp neighbors to take affect 

to remove load balancing->use the variance 1 command 

 

EIGRP authentication->uses only MD5 hashing 

Uses key-chain for the router domain 

Accept Lifetime=>the key is limited with time frame 

Clocks must be synced for the time frames to work across the domain 

key chain is a global command 

key chain NAME 

key 1->the number is the key identifier 

key string password 

accept-lifetime hh:mm:ss month day year hh:mm:ss->or duration as time to stop 

send-lifetime hh:mm:ss month day year hh:mm:ss->how long to send it to the neighbors 

enable authentication under interface: 

ip authentication mode eigrp 1 md5  

ip authentication key-chain eigrp 1 NAME 

debug eigrp packets->used to identify authentication problems 

 

Eavesdropping on EIGRP Neighbors 

debug eigrp packets->all comm. Between eigrp neighbors 

when a failure occur->router will send QUERY message via all the other interfaces 

if accepting router doesn’t have the network it will forward via all interfaces 

=>QUERY create storm in the network 

When the router get a response it will wait up to 3 minutes for all other QUERYs replies 

before it can use the backup route�SIA=Stuck In Active 

2 ways to solve the QUERY problem: 

1. Summary routes->routers will answer NO and will not forward the query 

2. Stub configuration->stub is a network that does not go anywhere beyond 

the stub will inform the router, identify as stub=>no additional networks are available 

through that router=>the router will not send QUERY message to the stub 

router eigrp 1 

eigrp stub->connected and summary are the default 

 

Graceful Shutdown 

When something affect the EIGRP network the router set K value=255 

Before the change k=255 sent to all neighbors to let them know the router is down 

K-value mismatch => on old IOS  

Goodbye received => on new routers IOS 12.3(2)T and later 
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OSPF - Concepts 

 

Link-State routing protocol 

Maintain 3 tables: 

Neighbor table=Adjacency table->track neighbors that run the same protocol 

Topology table=LSDB->know everything in the entire area, not just its direct neighbors 

Routing table->a list of routes that tell us the best path to destination 

 

Link-state requires hierarchy which OSPF enforce in two-levels: 

Transit area=backbone=area 0->only the first area 

Regular areas->all areas other than area 0  

 

SPF=Shortest Path First 

Send triggered updates to announce changes 

Send periodic update (LS Refresh) on long intervals 

 

OSPF divide the network to areas 

Area=group of routers 

Area 0=backbone area=>must be first 

All areas MUST connect to Area 0 

Every router within an area know everything that change within the router 

ABR=Area Border Router->router at the edge of an area that connect to another area 

ABR->one interface in multiple areas->one of the interfaces MUST be on AREA 0 

Changes are localized within the area, other area routers do not know about them 

ASBR=Autonomous System Boundary Router->all router behind one router 

Autonomous System->can contain few areas  

ASBR & ABR are the only routers that can do summarization 

 

Neighbors only form between routers in the same area 

Router ID=router name within the OSPF area->some configs are tied to the Router ID 

highest active IP will become the Router ID->Loopback automatically win 

Router ID changes->when router reboot or when clearing the OSPF process=>it is 

recommended to hard-code the Router ID 
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OSPF packet types: 

1. Hello->discover neighbor->build adjacencies 

2. Database description=DBD->check database sync between routers 

3. Link-State request=LSR->request specific records from router to router 

4. Link-State update=LSU->send specifically requested records 

5. Link-State Acknowledgement=LSAck->ACK other packet types 

 

Steps on R1 

1. Pick Router ID 

2. Add interface to the link state database 

3. Send Hello Message on a chosen interface=down state 

Hello message: 

once every 10 sec->broadcast\P2P networks 

once every 30 sec->NBMA networks 

dead timer=4 times hello timer=>4 failed hello before a neighbor changes to down 

parameters in Hello message that MUST be identical to become neighbors: 

hello & dead timers 

network mask 

area ID 

authentication password 

 

Steps on R2 

4. receive the Hello message->check if required data is identical 

5. send reply hello->checking if listed as neighbor 

yes=>reset the dead timer->end of process 

no=>add as new neighbor 

 

6. Master-Slave relationship=Exstart State 

determine who send info first=master->by priority 

priority is tied unless manually configured->router ID break the tie=>higher IP  

Master send database description (DBD)=>summary version of all networks  

Slave send DBD packet 

7. DBD are acknowledged=>Loading State 

LSR=Link State Requests->asking for details on new networks 

LSU=Link State Update->reply with the requested information 

Slave send LSR first -> Master send LSR second 

8. Neighbors are synchronized=>Full State 

 

OSPF Cost->metric=>based on bandwidth 

Cost=100/MBps 

56k=1785 

64k=1562 

T1=65 

E1=48 

Ethernet=10 

FastEthernet=1 
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DR=Designated Router 

BDR=Backup DR 

For every shared segment: 1 router is DR and another is BDR 

Updates only go to DR & BDR via 224.0.0.6 

DR will send updates to the network via 224.0.0.5=>eliminate traffic 

DR Other=the rest of the routers in the segment 

On P2P links->use 224.0.0.5 

 

DR\BDR election->highest priority->by default they all match 

Higher router ID will break the tie 

Election does not matter in Ethernet segment 

2-way State=>neighbors that are not DR or BDR=>they do not have to exchange data 

 

LSA=Link State Advertisement->LSU include few LSAs 

LSA include one update 

LSA maintain a sequence number->each time LSA is flooded the sequence increment 

LSACK=>Link State Acknowledgement->an OSPF ACK protocol 

 

 
OSPF – Implementation (basic) 

 

router ospf 1 

network 172.30.49.0 0.0.0.255 area 0->uses wild card mask 

=>OSPF is now running on the router 

network 10.1.14.0 0.0.0.3 area 0 

show ip ospf interface=>see interfaces and dead\hello & DR state 

show ip ospf=>output show router ID->will be 172.x.x.x IP as it is the highest  

show ip ospf neighbor=>show Neighbor ID and Status 

clear ip ospf process=>reloading OSPF process=>loading new router ID 

router-id 2.2.2.2=>hard code the router ID 

show ip ospf database=>show the topology, all the neighbors in the OSPF area 
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OSPF - Network types 

Broadcast Multi-Access=>Ethernet 

Point-to-Point=>T1, ISDN 

Non-Broadcast Multi-Access=NBMA=>FR, ATM->networks with clouds 

 

NBMA topology 

Full Mesh->high cost with no failure and little delay 

Partial Mesh->only some sites are meshed 

Hub-and-Spoke=Star->all the routers connect via on mail router=>low cost and delay 

 

5 modes of OSPF over NBMA: 

1. Non-Broadcast (NBMA) – RFC 2328 standard 

2. Point-to-Multipoint – RFC 2328 standard 

3. Point-to-Point – Cisco propriety 

4. Broadcast – Cisco propriety 

5. Point-to-Multipoint Non-Broadcast – Cisco proprietry 

 

Non-Broadcast (NBMA) mode: 

Default for FR, ATM 

Neighbors statically configured 

Must be one subnet->act like LAN 

DR\BDR are elected 

router ospf 1 

netwok 10.0.0.0. 255.255.255.0 area 0 

routr-id 2.2.2.2 

=>Hello timers 30/120 

DR->the router at HQ that has connectivity to all peers->using ip ospf priority command 

BDR->the other routers should NOT be BDR->using ip ospf priority 0=>never choose 

me as BDR->this command is configured under the interface 

router ospf 1  

neighbor 10.1.1.2 priority 0->though it is done on one side only (theory) in real world 

should be typed on both ends to avoid neighbor relationships to fail 

neighbor command->allow tweaking neighbors 

 

when adding a network behind one of the branch routers (not the DR) it will be 

advertised via OSPF but will not be reachable via ping 

to fix it frame-relay map should be added to each router to map not only the HQ router 

but the other routers on the FR map=>fixing Non-Broadcast mode 
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Point-to-Multipoint mode: 

Fixes issues with NBMA networks 

Require single network but not LAN 

No DR\BDR – neighbors automatically form 

ip ospf network point-to-multipoint->on the interface level 

point-to-multipoint timers are 30/120->that allow the neighbors to form 

does not need manually configured neighbors 

point-to-multipoint advertise specific ip addresses all over the network, across the cloud 

 

Point-to-Multipoint Non-Broadcast mode: 

Fixes issues with NBMA 

Require single subnet 

No DR\BDR 

Neighbor specifically configured->this is the only difference in the cisco version 

 

Broadcast mode: 

Treat NBMA cloud like LAN=>one subnet 

Require full mesh 

DR\BDR election 

 

Point-to-Point mode: 

Use separate sub-interfaces 

Require different subnets 

No DR\BDR 

Neighbor automatically form 

 

OSPF Virtual Links 

Virtual Links are used to connect a discontiguous (English: not adjacent, having no 

common border) area to area 0 

a logical connection is built between the routers using the following commands: 

router ospf 1 

area 1 virtual-link 10.2.2.2 

show ip ospf virtual-links 

 

OSPF LSDB=Link-State Database 

show ip ospf database command provide information on OSPF LSDB as follow: 

Link ID=>identify each LSA 

ADV router=>source router of LSA 

Age=>max age counter in seconds 

Seq# =>sequence number of LSA, starting at 0x80000001, increase with ach update 

Checksum=>ensure reliable receipt of LSA 

Link Count=>total number of directly connected links 
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Virtual Links 

When an area is not directly connected to area 0 we have to create a Virtual Link 

router ospf 1 

router-id 2.2.2.2 

network 10.1.23.1 0.0.0.0 area 1->WAN link to area 1 that connect to area 0 

network 10.1.1.1 0.0.0.0 area 2->LAN that does not connect to area 0 

the middle router will show errors as it is illegal 

on R3=>the one connecting area 1 with area 0 we create a virtual link: 

router ospf 1 

area 1 virtual-link 2.2.2.2->area 1 is the one to bridge between the 2 areas 

                       ->2.2.2.2 is the Router ID for area 2 

on R2=>the one connecting area 2 with area 1 we create the virtual link as follow: 

router ospf 1 

area 1 virtual-link 3.3.3.3->Router ID of the neighbor  

=>area 2 think it is directly connected to area 0 

show ip ospf virtuel-link command output will show the link 

show ip route command will show area 2’s route 

 

 

Router LSA and Summarization 

Interarea route summarization->on ABR->apply to routes from within the area 

External route summarization->external routes that are redistributed to OSPF 

Summarization is done using the following command set: 

router ospf 1 

area 1 range 192.168.0.0 255.255.255.0->mask, not wild card 

=>area 1 will suppress all the 192.168.x.x IPs into one route that will be advertised to 

other areas 

show ip route->all the routes will show with additional summary route to Null0 

Null0=>only routes that are not in the routing map will be affected 

show ip ospf database->will show the summary 

On the ASBR we use the following command sequence: 

router ospf 1 

summary-address 172.16.0.0 255.255.255.0 ->ASBR does not use areas because it is 

connecting other networks, not areas 

The ASBR does not send the summarization into area 0 because the OSPF side doesn’t 

know about these IPs=>does not advertise them 

redistribute rip=>automatically redistribute the summary to the ospf network 

show ip route->will show the rip summary route as E2=>OSPF external 

 

This is how routers are configured to summarize: 

ABR=>uses area range command 

ASBR=>uses summary-address command 
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LSA Types 

1. Router LSA->most common type. Advertise about in area network. One router 

LSA for every router in the area=>within the area 

2. Network LSA (DR generated)->advertise all routers in a segment 

3. Summary LSA (ABR Summary Route)->summarized routes from a different 

area=>summaries that come from ABR 

4. Summary LSA (ASBR Location)->IPs of ASBRs in the network to all routers in 

any ospf area=>routers in the ospf network use this IP as a reference for the 

external network 

5. External LSA (ASBR Sumary Route)->advertise ASBR summary routes 

 

Stub and Totally Stubby areas 

Stub area 

->block Type 5 LSA from entering the area 

->all routers in the area must e configured as stub 

Configuring stub area: 

router ospf 1 

area 2 stub=>area 2 is configured as stub and the neighbor fail 

on the neighbor we type the exact same commands to re-form the neighbor as stub 

show ip route command on the ABR show no change in the routing table 

show ip route command on internal router will show a default gateway of all zero 

replacing the routes from the neighbor 

 

Totally Stubby area 

->blocks Type 3,4 & 5 LSA from entering the area 

->summary LSAs are stopped 

->all routers must be configured as stub 

->ABR must be configured as totally stubby 

configuring totally stub area: 

router ospf 1 

area 1 stub no-summary=>convert to totally stub area 

on the neighbor 

router ospf 1 

area 1 stub 

show ip route=>we’ll see only the default gateway 
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NSSA=>Not-So-Stubby Areas->if the totally stubby area connect to another external area 

(RIP), the new area will use Type 7 LSA that is not filtered 

The ABR will convert Type 7 back to Type 5 when it send them to area 0 

On the internal area router: 

router ospf 1 

no area 1 stub->we need to convert to not-so-stubby area 

area 1 nssa 

on the ABR router: 

router ospf 1 

no area 1 stub 

area 1 nssa no-summary 

redistribute rip subnets metric 10->send the rip route into ospf 

show ip ospf database output will show the rip routes on the internal router as type 7 

on the ABR it will show that it advertise the same rip routes as type 5 

There can only be one exit point from a stub areas 

 

OSPF External route Types 

 

Routing table -> types of routes: 

O =>      OSPF intra-area and network LSA-> network within the area of the router 

O IA => OSPF inter-area -> network from outside of the area of the router  

   BUT within OSPF autonomous system 

O E1 => Type 1 external routes -> network outside of autonomous system 

O E2 => Type 2 external routes -> network outside of autonomous system 

 

E1 & E2 route cost->depend on external type configured on ASBR 

show ip route command output show the cost for each route 

changing the cost metric can be done using: 

ip ospf cost interface-cost 100->value range from  1 to 65536 

auto-cost reference-bandwidth 100->values in Mbps range from 1 to 4,294,967 

E1 ->cost increment as it cross the AS 

E2 (default)->cost remain the same  

Use the following commands: 

router ospf 1 

redistribute rip subnet metric 100 metric-type 1=>E1->cost of 100 + the cost of the area 

redistribute rip subnet metric 100 metric-type 2=>E2->cost stay 100 all the way 

 

Adjust OSPF cost 

cost=100\Bandwidth 

we can overrule the formula: 

ip ospf cost ###->assign cost 

auto-cost reference-bandwidth 1000->1000 would become cost of 1 

               ->must be same number on all the routers 
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Prevent Link-State Database Overload 

router ospf 1 

max-lsa 100 ->100 per second->time to ignore all neighbors 

max-lsa 100 20 warning-only->20%->send warnings 

max-lsa 100 ignore-count 2->the first round block all LSA for 5 minutes 

 ->2->the second round block all LSA permanently 

Default Information Originated 

router ospf 1  

default-information originate->advertise its default gateway to all routers 

  ->require the router to have a default route 

Default-information originate always->advertise default router even if it does not have it 

 

 

 

OSPF Authentication 

Per-interface authentication->using a password->clear text or MD5 

Every packet is password protected 

If  route get a packet without a password->disconnect from the neighbor 

debug ip ospf adj->debugging ospf authentication 

ip ospf authentication->clear text 

ip ospf authentication message-digest->hash 

ip ospf message-digest-key 1 md5 cisco 

ip ospf authentication-key cisco->clear text 

config on both neighbor interfaces 
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IS-IS - Concepts 

 

State-Link protocol 

Uses SPF, has fast convergence and Hello mechanism 

IS-IS is a routing protocol created for OSI 

Router is called as Intermediate System (IS) 

Design: 

no ABRs 

router is a member in only one area 

L1 Router->maintain only data within its area 

L2 Router->backbone routers, know about routes that are injected into the network 

                 ->one router per area 

L1\L2 Router->maintain data within the area & backbone routers 

Data is summarized into L2 routers and passed to other routers 

When L1 router need access to another area it access L2 router 

 

The metric of IS-IS is not based on bandwidth->value 0-63->default value 10 

*configuring IS-IS metric � similar to OSPF bandwidth configuration 

ES=End Systems participate in routing=>ES-IS 

L1 and L2 routers form LIKE relationship and maintain different database 

*L1\L2 router � similar to OSPF ABR router 

L2->the router knows only backbone routers=>this is the core of the network 

*L2 Router � similar to OSPF area 0 

 

IS-IS routing domain 

Level 0 routing->routing between ES and IS 

Level 1 routing->routing between ISs within the same area 

Level 2 routing->routing between areas within the same autonomous are 

Level 3 routing->routing between IS and outer areas 

 

NSAP Addressing 

OSI uses CLNP=Connectionless Network Protocol Addresses->equivalent of IP 

NSAP=Network Service Access Point->CLNP assigned to router 

NSAP=Net Address 

One address per node=router, not per interface 

NSAP tell the router what IS-IS area its in 

NSAP->up to 20 bytes in length 

Cisco implement IS-IS with 3 sections of OSI: 

1. the area address 

2. the system ID 

3. the NSELL=NSAP Selector 

example of address: 49.1234.AA15.B322.1841.00=>hexadecimal 

.00=>represent NSELL. Always 00 

AA15.B322.1841=>represent the system ID 

49.1234=>represent the area 
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NSAP address rule 

->NSAP address up to 20 bytes 

->last byte is always 00 

->system ID is always fixed 6 bytes in length 

Address should be read right to left: 00->then 6 bytes->whatever left is area 

49 in the IS-IS world is a Private IP=>best practice to use it for area 

 

How IS-IS forward packets: 

Check destination� 

->if different area=>route based on area address 

->if same area->route based on system ID 

L1 router� 

->inter-area sent to closest L1/L2 router 

->intra-area routed based on L1 database 

L1/L2 router� 

->inter-area routed based on L2 database 

->intra-area routed based on L1 database 

 

Packet is PDU=Protocol Data Unit 

Network PDU->Network Layer Packet 

Data-Link PDU->Data-Link Layer Frame 

Packet types: 

->Hello 

->Link-State Packet (LSP) 

->Partial Sequence Number PDU (PSNP)     ->used as Ack and to request information 

->Complete Sequence Number PDU (CSNP)->summary of everything in the database 

 

Packet architecture: 

LSP Header | TLV | TLV | TLV 

LSP Header->contain PDU type, length, Seq, number, lifetime 

TLV 1->contain neighbors 

TLV 2->contain authentication info 

TLV 3->contain attached IP subnet info 

 

IS-IS network Types 

Broadcast 

->assume full connectivity=>all IS can access each other 

->elect DIS=Designated IS that perform same job as DR/BDR in OSPF 

->uses multicast 

Point-to-Point-> 

->uses unicast 

 

Keeping database synched 

LSP are sent with updates 

PSNP sent to Ack LSPs & to Request missing LSPs 

CSNP sent every 10 seconds in broadcast networks \ sent once in Point-to-Point network 
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Forming the routing table 

->routers find the best way to reach each other->based on lowest cost 

->L1 and L2 routers perform separate calculations=>each path will be found twice 

->all the best paths are added to OSI routing table->show how to reach all devices in AS 

->a second algorithm is run, PRC->for the IP routing table=>easier on router processor 

->best paths from PRC end up in IP routing table 

 

IS-IS implementation 

router isis->can have a name or number->if left empty get default from the system 

net 49.0001.1111.1111.1111.00->that is NSAP address 

now you have to turn on ISIS under the interface 

interface loopback 0->where loopback 0 represent a network 

ip router isis->if we used a number or name, should be typed here 

repeat this on each of the ISIS interfaces 

 

the default router type is L1/L2. to change it: 

router isis 

is-type level-1 

 

show ip protocol->show all the interfaces in ISIS network 

 

on L2 router: 

int s0/0 

ip router isis 

isis circuit-type level-1->only form L1 connection=>save L2 hello traffic 

options are level-1 | level-1-2 | level-2-only 

to verify that the connection is up: 

show clns neighbors->show the other router and connection details 

show clns interface s0/0->all the interface details 

show isis topology->show everything IS-IS knows about 

 

summarization: 

router isis 

summary-address 192.168.0.0 255.255.0.0 level-2->level 2 by default 

 

metric->10 by default->should be changed according to bandwidth 

int s0/0 

isis metric 20 level-2->value is 1-63->which database it refers to L1 / L2 

show ip route->will show the updated metric 
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Route Redistribution 
 

Why having multiple protocols in a network? 

->politics, rules and policies in the organization 

->conversion between routing protocols require phases with multi protocols 

->vendor selection \ cost  

->application \ business requirements 

 

Redistribution is the process of taking routes from one protocol environment to another 

problems: 

incompatible metric (hop count \ bandwidth)->use Seed metric for all routes coming from 

same environment to avoid typing on each router 

Routing loops->redundancy is important->keep it but use different cost on each line 

R2 has one leg at RIPv2 and another at OSPF: 

router rip 

version 2 

no auto-summary 

network 10.0.0.0 

passive-interface serial 1.3 

At this point the RIP network sees the interface from R2 and OSPF route 

router ospf 1 

router-id 2.2.2.2 

network 10.1.23.1 0.0.0.0 area 0 

at this point all the OSPF routes show on R2 

each network knows about its own routes 

 

redistribute OSPF to RIP 

router rip 

redistribute ospf 1 match external | internal->which exact routes to redistribute 

redistribute ospf 1metric 5->value 0-16 

show ip route->at this point OSPF routes are in RIP’s route maps 

 

redistribute RIP to OSPF 

router ospf  

redistribute rip subnets metric 1800 metric-type 2->subnets=>no auto-summary 

metric-type->1=>increment the metric \ 2=>keep the same value all the way 

 

default-metric command can be used on both OSPF and RIP to set a default value 
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Manipulating Route Updates 
Distribute Lists->apply routing list to ACL 

Apply inbound or outbound under a router process 

With OSPF\IS-IS wor differently because Link-State database must be identical on all 

routers=>LSDB will receive the route but will not send it to RT 

 

Example->block from RIP router: 

ip access-list standard ROUTE_FILTER 

deny 10.50.1.0 0.0.0.255 

deny 10.50.1.0 0.0.0.255 

permit any 

� the routes to block 

router rip 

distribute-list ROUTE_FILTER out serial0/2 

�this would block the routes going out of S0/2 and match the ACL 

the same result can be achieved from the neighbor router with in traffic the example is 

closer to the source=>more efficient 

Example (part 2) – blocking on the redistribution router (ospf\rip) 

ip access-list ROUTER_FILTER2 

deny 10.50.3.0 0.0.0.255 

deny 10.50.4.0 0.0.0.255 

permit all 

distribute-list ROUTE-FILTER2 out rip->ospf block route from the rip process 

show ip access list ROUTER_FILTER2->show matches 

show ip route->verify that the routes are filtered 

 

 

Changing the Administrative Distance 

router ospf 1->tuning ospf to lower AD 

distance 85 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255->lower than EIGRP->source 0.0.0.0=>all neighbors 
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Route Maps 
BASIC programming=>IF->THEN loops 

Used heavily in BGP 

Used in policy-based routing and route filtering 

In a route map if you don’t match the special things are not going to happen=>go through 

without being filtered 

Config syntax: 

router-map NAME permit 10 

match whatever 

set value 

router-map NAME deny 20 

match whatever 

set value 

->can use few match statement per router-map 

Exampls: 

ip access-list standard NET1to3 

permit 10.50.1.0 .0.0.0.255 

permit 10.50.2.0 .0.0.0.255 

permit 10.50.3.0 .0.0.0.255 

ip access-list standard NET4to6 

permit 10.50.4.0 .0.0.0.255 

permit 10.50.5.0 .0.0.0.255 

permit 10.50.6.0 .0.0.0.255 

route-map FLEX  

match ip address NET1to3->by default create permit 10 

set metric 50000  

set metric-type type-1 

route-map FLEX permit 20 

match ip address NET4to6 

set metric 10000 

set metric-type type-2 

show route-map->the 2 groups are separated 

ip access-list DENY7 

permit 10.50.7.0 0.0.0.255 

route-map FLEX deny 30 

match ip address DENY7I->permit the network from being denied=>everything is 

permitted to being denied (ha?) 

show route-map->verify the deny is showing 

router ospf 1 

redistribute rip  route-map FLEX->the route-map will filter redistributed routes 
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Configuring DHCP 
 

ip dhcp excluded-address 10.1.1.1 10.1.1.19->1-19 are excluded 

ip dhcp pool NAME  

network 10.1.1.0 /24 or network 10.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 

domain-name whatever.com 

dns-server 10.1.1.10 10.1.1.11 

netbios-name-server 10.1.1.10->WINS server 

default-router 10.1.1.1->default gateway 

 

ip address dhcp->configuring interface to receive a DHCP address (like DSL\Cable) 

ip dhcp database tftp://10.1.1.15/dhcp-bindings.txt->send all the bindings to file 

 

Importing->importing dns settings from the ISP and giving to clients 

ip dhcp pool NAME  

import all->ready to send anything you receive on the outside interface to the inside 

network 

 

IP Helper 
 

Send broadcast in the form of unicast 

ip helper-address 10.1.1.50->change any broadcast message destined to 10.1.1.50 to 

unicast=>allow broadcast to cross routers 

 

there are pre-configured helper protocols. To block any of them in global config:  

no ip forward-protocol udp 37->apply to any helper on the router 
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BGP – Concepts 
 

Most usage is inbound traffic->access from the web to the corporate 

Same IP set can be accessed using different data lines 

Multi Homing->Reliability and Performance 

Reliability->if one ISP connection fail, there is still internet access 

Performance->better path selection to common internet estimations 

 

BGP run on top of TCP port 179 

TCP is used for reliability 

Updates are incremental and triggered 

Periodic keepalive messages 

Metric is big->BGP attributes \ path vector=>tunable protocol 

Slow(est) to converge 

 

Styles of implementation 

Default route only ->ISP will send or local admin will configure a default route 

=>you can advertise your IPs to both ISPs=>incoming redundancy 

Partial updates from ISP->using optimized connection without knowing the whole 

routing table 

Full updates->receive full internet routing tables from the ISPs=>huge amount of data-

>maintaining full routing data=>flexible but resource consuming 

 

BGP Routing algorithm->Distance Vector protocol 

Without tuning BGP behave like RIP 

 

BGP packets: 

OPEN->start the session->hold time, BGP route ID 

Keepalive 

UPDATE->one path only->path attributes, networks 

Notification->when error is detected=>close the BGP session 

 

BGP Tables: 

Neighbor table->all the connected BGP friends=>manually configured 

BGP table->list of all routes you received 

Routing table->list of BEST routes 

 

BGP - Implementation and Tuning 

iBGP->internal=>under the same authority=AS 

eBGP->external=>different authorities=AS 

 

Black Hole->router on BGP’s path that doesn’t support BGP 
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Implementation of eBGP: 

R5 

router bgp 6500->can only be in one AS 

neighbor 10.1.45.1 remote-as 5500->manual neighbor statement 

show ip bgp summary->show the configured neighbor and BGP data 

R4 

router bgp 5500 

neighbor 10.1.45.2 remote-as 6500 

show ip bgp summary->connecting the neighbors can take up to 60 sec 

Neighbor relationships can be established without sending data over the line 

 

eBGP must be directly connected 

the command to bypass is neighbor 5.5.5.5 ebgp-multihop 2->2=number of routers 

 

Implementation of iBGP: 

BGP neighbors do not have to be directly connected 

R1 has 2 interfaces->we have to create a 3
rd

 address to be configured as neighbor 

R1->creating Loopback Interface 1.1.1.1 

R4->create Loopback Interface 4.4.4.4 

=>advertise both Loopback Interfaces to OSPF 

R4 

router bgp 5500 

neighbor 1.1.1.1 remote-as 5500=>internal BGP 

R1 

router bgp 5500 

neighbor 4.4.4.4 remote-as 5500 

=>this is not enough->will not form neighbors 

neighbor 1.1.1.1 update-source Loopback 4->on R4 

neighbor 4.4.4.4 update-source Loopback 1->on R1 

=>neighbors can be established 

show ip bgp->will come empty because no BGP info is advertised 

 

BGP Neighbor configurations 

 

network command->adding network to the BGP network 

router bgp 6500 

advertise the full class A using network 50.0.0.0 command without the mask attribute 

show ip bgp->view the result=>advertise the 50.0.0.0 network with 0.0.0.0 as next hop 

on R4 it will see 50.0.0.0 with 10.1.45.2 as next hop 

or 

network 50.1.1.0 mask 255.255.255.0->mask must match the network on the interface, 

cannot be summarized manually configured  

show ip bgp->view the result=>advertise the 50.1.1.0 network with 0.0.0.0 as next hop 

on R4 it will show 50.1.1.0 with 10.1.45.2 as next hop  
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Redistribution 

 

access-list 50 deny 200.1.5.0->create ACL to block specific networks  

access-list 50 deny 200.1.6.0 

access-list 50 permit any 

route-map FILTER->place the ACL into route-map 

match ip address 50 

router bgp 6500 

redistribute connected route-map FILTER->connect include ALL connected interfaces 

(other than those we block with the route-map) 

show ip bgp->all the subnets are in including the WAN interface network 

->by default auto-summarization is off by default=>no auto-summary=>as a result the 

50.0.0.0 will not show in the route map 

 

On R1 show ip bgp command show all the same routes but no ‘)’ sign for best path 

Without the ‘)’ sign the route doesn’t get to the routing table 

->BGP Synchronization: do not use or advertise a route learned via iBGP until the same 

route has been learned from the internal routing protocol=>waiting for OSPF to tell R1 

about each of these networks 

In this scenario if R1 send the packet to R4 it is going via R3->R3 does not know about 

the route and will drop the packet=>R1 will not add the route to its routing table 

->enabled on old IOS version->on new versions have OFF by default 

router bgp 5500 

no sync 

at this point it is still not getting the ‘)’ because next hop is R5->R1 doesn’t know how to 

get to the next hop 

=>How BGP process next hop address 

eBGP peers->change next hop address on advertised routes 

iBGP peers->do not change next hop address on advertise routes 

 

router bgp 5500 

neighbor 1.1.1.1 next-hop-self->fixes the best path problem 

=>show ip bgp show next hop for all routes as 4.4.4.4 with ‘)’ 

=>all the routes show in routing table 
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BGP Peer groups->allow to assign configs in groups rather than each individual router 

We’ll add BGP on R2 and R3 so they know how to access networks on R5 

BGP peer groups allow creating groups with same settings=>save configuration time 

router bgp 5500 

neighbor IBGP_PEERS peer-group  

neighbor IBGP_PEERS remote-as 5500 

neighbor IBGP_PEERS next-hop-self 

neighbor IBGP_PEERS update-source loopback 1 

we add loopback interfaces to R2 and R3 

neighbor 3.3.3.3 peer-group IBGP_PEERS 

neighbor 2.2.2.2 peer-group IBGP_PEERS 

neighbor 4.4.4.4 peer-group IBGP_PEERS 

=>full mesh when R1 apply configurations to the other 3 routers 

show ip bgp summary->show all the peer group information 

 

BGP Split-Horizon->do not send updates you received via iBGP to other BGP 

peers=>R4 must keep the neighbor relationship with R1 (not a CCNP concept) 

 

BGP Neighbor States: 

1. Idle – verify route to neighbor 

2. Connect – found route to neighbor and completed three-way TCP handshake 

3. Open sent – open message sent 

4. Open confirm – router received agreement on parameters 

if no response to open message=>Active state 

5. Established – peering is established, routing begins 

clear ip bgp * command clearing all the neighbor relations 

->with debug ip bgp events we’ll get all the states in debug 

 

show commands: 

show ip bgp summary->general info and all neighbor info (you need) 

show ip bgp->all the routes of BGP table 

show ip bgp rib-failure->routing information on failed routes=>why not moving to 

routing table->only available on new IOS 

 

debug command: 

debug ip bgp events->all the significant events without flooding 

 

clear ip bgp-> clearing the routing table (per the parameter you apply 
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BGP Tuning Attributes 
 

BGP attributes are way to tag incoming or outgoing BGP routes 

Some are Well-Known (all vendors support) and others that are optional 

Some are Mandatory->like next-hop address 

Some are Transitive->travel from AS to AS 

 

Well known attributes->must be recognized by all complaint BGP implementations 

->propagated to other attributes 

AS-Path=>list of AS that route traversed->mandatory 

Next-Hop address=>IP address of next AS to reach a network->mandatory 

Origin=>inform all ASs in the internetwork how prefix was introduced i\e\?->mandatory 

�these three MUST be on any route 

Local Preference->Discretionary 

Atomic Aggregate-> Discretionary 

MED=Metric->optional 

Optional attributes->recognized by some implementaions 

Aggregator 

Multi-Exit Discriminator 

 

How BGP find best path? 14 steps (0-4 for BSCI) 

0. ignore routers with an inaccessible next hop address 

1. prefer the path with the highest WEIGHT->Cisco proprietary 

2. prefer the path with the highest LOCAL_PREF 

3. prefer the path that was locally originated via a network command 

4. prefer the path with the shortest AS_PATH 

 

WEIGHT and LOCAL_PATH are all equal by default->require manual configuration 

show ip bgp show the first attributes values 

 

turn off sync on old IOS->off by default on new IOS 

clear ip bgp to reset all neighbors after the synch turned off 

at this point routing table doesn’t have best path 

next hop does not show as the real next router but the following->rule:  

do not change the next hop address for your iBGP peer 

router bgp 5500 

neighbor 10.1.12.1 next-hop-self 

clear ip bgp * 

->same on all all next hop routers 
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Attributes: 

WEIGHT->Cisco proprietary->by default=0 

1. higher is better 

2. local to this router->not transferred to other routers 

router bgp 5500  

neighbor 10.1.13.2 weight 500->this is the weight for all routes from this neighbor 

Tip: neighbor 10.1.13.2 shutdown->turn off the neighbor but keep the attributes->good 

for maintenance or testing  

 

ORIGIN->where the route came from->shown under ‘path’ on show ip bgp output 

?=incomplete->when route was redistributed 

e=EGP->the predecessor of BGP->doesn’t exist in today’s world 

i>e>? 

 

LOCAL PREFERENCE 

By advertising higher local preference all the routers will prefer it without manually 

configure each router 

Weight is local per router->Local Preference is sent to all routers from one router 

Local=>stay within the AS->not going to other AS routers 

2 ways to configure: 

router bgp 5500 

bgp default local-preference 700->this is the BSCI way 

        ->done on the router that you want to use as primary 

clear ip bgp * 

the other (none BSCI) way uses route-map=>more flexebility 

 

METRIC->preference #6 on the attributes list 

router bgp 5500 

default-metric 200  
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Multicast 
 

Send stream to many receivers: 

Unicast->one to one 

Broadcast->one to all 

Multicast->one to many 

 

Multicast uses UDP->Class D range 224.0.0.0 – 239.255.255.255 

Workstation using multicast apps will subscribe to the server’s multicast address 

224.0.0.0 /24 range is reserved by IANA 

Well known IPs: 

224.0.0.1->all multicast systems on this subnet 

224.0.0.2->all routers on this system 

224.00.4->all DVMRP routers 

224.0.0.5->OSPF, all routers 

224.0.0.6->OSPF, designated routers 

224.0.0.9->RIPv2 routers 

224.0.0.10->EIGRP routers 

224.0.0.13->all PIMv2 routers 

 

Global range 224.0.1.0 – 238.255.255.255 

suppose to work on the internet 

224.2.x.x->used for multicast backbone (MBONE) 

designed to be assigned dynamically  

 

Private range 239.0.0.0 – 239.255.255.255 

designed for private use (LAN) 

can be assigned statically 

 

IGMP=Internet Group Management Protocol 

->allow a client to subscribe to multicast stream 

->3 versions. IGMPv2 is most popular=>RFC 2236 

Client send message to Router->reverse path forwarding=>best path to the stream 

IGMPv1->when a Client stopped listening the Router still sent stream and then Q 

IGMPv2->added leave message=>Host send leave message 

IGMPv3->send the multicast address its looking for=>send join stream from server X 

 

Switches received the stream from Router and forwarded to ALL clients. Solution: 

CGMP->Cisco protocol->sent from Router to Switch and announce the stream 

destination MAC address=>assign the multicast address to a port=>only one client 

IGMP Snooping->switch become IGMP aware=>the switch must be L3 aware 
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Multicast Routing Protocols 

->Source trees->every multicast client know about any multicast source 

->Shared trees->elect one router as RP=Rendezvous Point->all routers will access the RP 

and send it to this router only=>not always using best path BUT save processing 

resources for all other routers 

->RPF=Reverse Path Forwarding=Multicast Forwarding 

->ensure there are no loops->tags the frequency and build a reverse path table 

=>loop prevention mechanism 

 

PIM=Protocol Independent Mode 

PIM Dense mode->using flood and prune 

PIM Spare mode->shared tree protocol->specify RP and all other routers access it 

 

Configuration: 

ip multicast-routing>require for the router to accept multicast packets 

int s0/0 

ip pim dense-mode->this interface is configured for multicast danse-mode 

int s0/1 

ip pim rp-address->this interface is configured for multicast sparse-mode 

in Sparse mode there are 2 extra options for the ip pim command: 

ip pim send-rp-announce->RP router send a message to let other routers to know about it 

ip pim send-rp-discovery->router is looking for the RP router 

show ip mroute->show the multicast routing table 
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IPv6 - Concepts 
 

Rationale for IPv6 

->shortage of IPs in some parts of the world 

->companies got more IPs than they need 

->new network devices (smart phones) 

->NAT is seen as hindrance to innovation 

 

Address size from 32 bit in IPv4 to 128 bit in IPv6 

To make the address manageable, divided into 8 groups of 4 HEX each 

Each HEX character=4 bits 

Example: 2001:0050:0000:0000:0000:0AB4:1E2B:98AA 

Rules to shorten addresses: 

1. eliminate groups of consecutive zeros 

2001:0050:: 0AB4:1E2B:98AA->only use :: once 

2. drop leading zeros 

2001:50:: AB4:1E2B:98AA->only leading in each octat 

 

Simplified IPv6 headers 

 

Types of communication and addresses: 

Unicast-> one-to-one 

Multicast -> one-to-many->replacement fro broadcast in IPv6 

 ->can go to different scopes 

Anycast-> one-to-closest 

 

Type of addresses: 

Link-Local scope address->similar to 169.254.x.x 

Uniqe/Site-Local scope address->private addresses->similar to 192.168.x.x 

Global scope address->internet 

 

Link-Local address: 

->assigned automatically as an IPv6 host come up 

->always begin with FE80(=> 1111 1110 10) followed by 54 bits of zero 

->last 64 bits is the 48-bit MAC address with FFFE in the middle->RFC 3041 

If MAC =  0019 D122 DCF3 

Last 64 will be = 0019 D1FF FE22 DCF3 
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Unique-Local / Site-Local addresses: 

->used within enterprise networks 

Use the following format FC00::17 => 1111 110(L) ->L should be set to 1 

1 = locally assigned 

0 = future use 

Full address format=>   40 bit 16 bit  64 bit 

   1111 1111 Global ID Subnet ID Interface ID 

Site addresses begin with FD00::/8 

Global ID->the company 

Subnet ID->subnet 

Interface ID->MAC address format 

 

Global addresses: 

->high-level 3 bits 001 => 2000:: /3 

->address format N bits          64-N bits      64 bits 

      Global Routing Prefix   Subnet ID  Interface ID 

Global routing prefix->48 bit or less 

Subnet ID->whatever left after global routing prefix 

Primary addresses form 2001::/16 

 

Multicast addresses: 

->First 8 bits are always FF 

->flag has 4 bits ORPT 

->next set of 4 bits define the scope 

->rest is address->whatever  

 

Well known addresses 

FF02::1 -> all nodes (on link) 

FF02::2 -> all routers (on link) 

FF02::9 -> all RIP routers (on link) 

FF02::/:FFXX:XXXX ->IPv6 ARP message (on link) 

FF05::101 -> all NTP servers (within site) 

 

 

IPv6 – Implementation 
 

int s0/4 

ipv6 address 2001:201:10:1::1/64 

ipv6 enable->not always require, depend on IOS version 

int e0/0 

ipv6 address 1fe0:1111::1/16 

show ipv6 interface brief->show the full ipv6 addresses include MAC 

ping ipv6 2001:210:10:1::1 

show ipv6 route->routing table 
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IPv6 routing protocols 

 

RIPng 

OSPFv3 

EIGRP for IPv6 

IS-IS for IPv6 

MP=BGP4 

 

 

OSPFv3 – what’s new? 

->smaller header=>no authentication 

->no network statement 

->all neighbor communication through link-local address 

->multiple OSPF “instances” per link 

->new multicast addresses FF02::5 / FF02::6 

->no authentication 

 

Configuring OSPF on the router: 

ipv6 unicast-routing 

ipv6 router ospf 100 

router-id 3.3.3.3  

the rest of the configuration is done under the interface 

int s0/0 

ipv6 ospf 100 area 0 

show ipv6 ospf->show ospfv3 and all details like the ipv4 command 

show ipv6 ospf neighbor 

show ipv6 route->routing table 

 

Migration to IPv6 

 

Strategies: 

Dual-Stack routers->running both IPv4 and IPv6 while providing all services on both 

platforms. When all clients are using IPv6, removing all IPv4 addresses from the network 

Tunnelling->creating a tunnel over the IPv6 internet between routers that use IPv4 LAN 

interfaces 

NAT Protocol Translation=NAT PT->NATing between IPv6 to IPv4 clients or IPv4 to 

IPv6 clients 

 

 

 


